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Man hijacks
jet to Havana

Colleges'
reductions
similar

MIAMI (AP) - A man who said he
was carrying flammable liquid hijacked an Air Florida jetliner carrymg 77 persons yesterday and forced it
to fly to Havana, the Federal Aviation
Administration said.
It was the first successful hijacking
in the United States in more than six
months.
FAA spokesman Fred Farrar said
the hijacked Boeing 737 was Air Florida Flight 710, which had left Miami
about 2:40 p.m. and was bound for
Key West.
He said the plane landed at Jose
Marti airport in Havana about 3:28
p.m.

by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
With the recent uncertainties from
Columbus concerning the state's deficit, several state colleges are reacting
to the potential cuts in a manner
similar to the University's.
The state originally intended to cut
state spending by 8.9 percent this year
and 16 percent next year. But, having
turned those percentages into figures,
state universities have had to go back
to the books after Gov. James Rhodes' announcment Saturday that state
spending would be cut by 3 percent
this year and 6 percent next year.
But, because the governor based bis
plan on a temporary sales tax increase - a plan not getting support
from legislators - spokesmen for several state universities said this week
that the crisis has not passed.
Miami University must deal with a
$3 million cut in state support this
year, Jim Langley, director of the
university's news bureau, said Monday.

THE PLANE carried 72 passengers, including the hijacker, and a
crew of five.
Gerri Cook, a spokeswoman for the
FAA in Atlanta, said the FAA also
was awaiting word from Cuba, via the
U.S. State Department, on when the
plane would be allowed to return to
the United States.
It was an Air Florida Boeing 737
that crashed into a bridge on takeoff
from Washington's National Airport
Jan. 13 in the first commercial airline
disaster in the United States in more
than two years. Seventy-eight people
in the plane and on the bridge were
killed.
The FAA said yesterday's hijacking
was the first successful attempt in the
United States since last July 10,1981,
when an Eastern Airlines jetliner was
commandeered and ordered from
Chicago to Havana.
From July 22, to Sept. 17, 1980,
barely a week passed without a commercial airliner being diverted to
Cuba by refugees who complained of
being homesick, homeless or jobless.
There were three hijackings in one
day, six in eight days. The total
reached 11. There were hijackings by
the dozens during the 1960s, but cooperation by the Castro government
stemmed the tide in the 1970s.
The FAA said hijackings became a
serious problem in 1968, whhen 13
5lanes were commandeered. In 1969,
I planes were hijacked, but the number of incidents then fell off.

Ragusa glides as goalie
Organizes intramural hockey teams
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

Groundhog
sees shadow

Many intramural hockey players probably have been surprised when they
find that the goalie whose territory they are trying so hard to invade is none
other than the dean of students, Dr. Donald Ragusa.
Ragusa began playing hockey at the University when a graduate student
talked him into playing on an intramural team.
"So I went out there with no equipment and played," Ragusa said.
He began by playing forward and defense on the team, but he said two
years ago he started playing goalie, a position he has stuck with ever since.

PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. (AP) - A<
nation already beset by brutal
weather got more dismal news yesterday from Punxsutawney Phil, the]
furry forecaster who predicted sit
more weeks of winter.
There were conflicting reports from
some groundhogs in other areas, but
they included varmints that either
didn't exist or were no-shows.
The chief forecaster, Punxsutawney Phil, peered from his heated
burrow at 7:26 a.m. and saw his
shadow as the temperature hovered
at 19 degrees under clear skies.
"The prediction is bad news for an
America already reeling under the
staggering blows of one of the worst
winters on record," said Charles Erhard, president of the Punxsutawney
Groundhog Club, who interpreted
Phil's prognostication.
AFTER PHIL made his prediction,
club members hoisted signs warning
that blizzards, freezing rain and blustery winds were coming.
Erhard roused the slumbering
groundhog by rapping on the burrow
door with a cane, and Jim Means, the
official handler, was bitten on the
knuckle when the rodent emerged
under the glare of television lights.
Means later had to have a tetanus
shot.
Groundhog Day entered its modern
era 95 years ago when Clymer Freas,
city editor of the Punxsutawney
Spirit, dreamed up the promotion at
an annual groundhog picnic.

"I KNEW the basic moves," he said, "although you could never tell by the
way I played."
The team eventually went to the playoffs, but they were defeated by a
score of 8-1, Ragusa said.
"Everything that came at me magically went in," he said.
But Ragusa s true ability was not evident in that game, as last year he had
an impressive goals against average.
TODAY he is organizing teams himself, and he said the nucleus of the
team "are the golden oldies of the campus."
The team includes such men as Greg Jordan, associate director of the
student rec center, and Randy Social, the high school hockey coach, he said.
"There are a lot of teams, and it's really enjoyable, it's really a fun time,"
he said.
Ragusa said fighting is not too much of a problem in the intramural
league, but he recalled a student on an opposing team who threatened him
once.
"HE SAID to me, 'I remember you, you s— of a b—. You gave me a D in
Psych 201. I'm gonna cream you, " Ragusa said.
But he added that the man could not skate very well, and never posed a
problem.
"I've seen a few fights," he added. "In fact, I've broken up a few fights,
but you don't see that too often."
Ragusa's athletic ability is not limited to hockey. He ran track in high
school and played on the city league basketball team. He was also a boxer in
the Navy, and now he enjoys playing tennis and softball.

staff photos by Ron Hagler
Dr. Donald Ragusa. daan of students, Is the goalie for his Intramural
hockey team. "Doc", as his teammates call him has been goalie for the
past two years on the team and shows an Impressive goals against
average.

RAGUSA SAID his love for sports comes from the neighborhood he grew
up in, where he said an athletic event was always being held.
Ragusa's love for hockey is seeping into his families interests. After two
years of playing intramural hockey, Ragusa's son also decided he wanted to
participate in the sport, also.
"Ana at the same time I said, 'heck, why not coach hockey," he said.
So he began teaching the hockey skills he had aquired in his intramural
career, with his son as one of his pupils.

Student group meets to resist budget cuts
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

will be the first to suffer, with as (student government) administramuch as 88 percent being cut. Other ton," she added.
areas of the budget, such as welfare,
Students statewide are rallying to are fixed cuts, he explained.
POTAPCHUK and Grayson agreed
oppose proposed budget cuts in higher
that even if non-academic programs
education, and the Ohio Student Asso"THE ONLY THING they can rather than academic aspects of the
ciation, a group of university students really cut, for the most part, is educa- University suffer most from the budwho represent student interests tion, Grayson said.
get cuts, students still will suffer.
statewide, are leading the way.
Potapchuk said students learn from
He said the University will be cutStudents from state universities ting things that "maybe aren't essen- getting involved in activities, as well
exchanged information in Columbus tial but are important," and in some as learning to get along with people
last weekend about budget cuts and , way will "hurt the quality of educa- through a different style of living.
developed a plan of action for oppos- tion.
With the cuts, these aspects of Univering them, Mike Grayson, president of
"What the students have to realize sity life will be affected, she said.
"Education is more than iust pickthe Student Consumer Union, said.
is they have to become educated and
"Some schools are in a little better aware of this," Margie Potapchuk, ing up a book," Grayson said. "If this
shape than us and some are a lot student body vice president, who also is really a University, we can't afford
worse," Grayson said.
attended the meeting, said.
to lose those things that make it a
Grayson said the education budget
"This will be the main issue of our university."

Potapchuk said with a deteriorating popular among state legislators, bequality of education, fewer persons cause they believe with this being an
election year. Rhodes could be dewill come to Ohio for education.
feated and the new administration
"IT'S GOING to be a revolving would have to deal with the tax incircle, unless something is done," she crease.
SHE ADDED that many legislators
said.
Out of the $3.1 million planned to be are support the idea of school levies.
Grayson said the University has not
cut from the University budget, $2
million of that will be taken from set a specific dollar amount increase
programs, while the remaining $1.1 yet, because they have no idea which
miliinm will be made up by student plan of action the state will take.
This makes any lobbying difficult,
fee increases, Grayson said.
Grayson explained that the only Dr. Michael Moore, liaison officer for
affairs, said.
solution is Rhodes' proposed 1 percent legislative
T
'I think that puts any lobbying
emporary sales tax increase, which
would reduce the 16-percent cut to effort in a different position at this
time," Moore said.
three percent.
continued on page 3
But Potapchuk said the cut is un-

LANGLEY SAID THE 196243 cut
totals $5.9 million but, because the
university will start the year $2.3
million short, the total need to cut
equals $8.2 million.
President Paul Pearson has instituted freezes on hiring, most travel
and equipment purchases, Langley
said.
Also, he said, Pearson has announced several recommendations to
shoulder the cuts. Reactions to the
recommendations should be made by
March 12, he said.
The recommendations include:
• an increase in fees by 13.7 percent
($250/yr.) to raise $4.4 million.
• the trimming of pay raises from 9
to 5 percent to raise $1.2 million.
• cutting $2,335,000 in reserves.
• transfering $225,000 from reserve
to the general fund.
Langley said "nothing definite (will
be decided) until the April Board of
Trustee meeting."
ALTHOUGH THE deficit figures
were lessened by the governor^ announcement last weekend, Langley
said the university will continue working with the larger deficit figures.
"We're not anticipating this to be
the end of it," he said.
Jan Zima, manager of communication services at Kent State University,
said the university's vice presidents
have been having "non-stop budgetary meetings."
But, he said, the university is "taking a wait-and-see attitude" about
cost-saving measures.
Zima said Kent State faces $3.5
million in cuts but had put $1.8 million
in contingency reserve from the final
budget figures authorized in November. Thus, the university needs to cut
$1.7 million this year.
This amount was lowered by the
governor's announcement, he said,
but the university will continue using
the $1.7 million figure.
continued on page S

Inside
3 Looking at the possibility of more state
budget cuts, University
students give their ideas about
balancing the budget.

5 Analysts say Queen
Elizabeth ll's sense of
stability in changing
and uncertain times is the
secret of the monarchy's survival and the queen's popular 2ty6 Bowling Green's men's
swim team finished
second at the MiniMAC meet in Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., and earned the respect
of other Mid-American Conference coaches last weekend.

Weather

Cloudy. High in the low 30s,
low in the mid 20s. 100 percent chance of precipitation.
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Opinion
Countries must unite Local calls: cheaper than you think
against terrorist acts
The United States increasingly is becoming the prime
target for international acts of terrorism.
In the last 10 years, terrorists have taken over 50
embassies or consulates and nearly 100 diplomats have
been kidnapped or murdered. About one-third of all
international terrorist activities worldwide involve U.S.
citizens or facilities.
Yesterday's hijacking of Air Florida Flight 710 to
Havana is only the latest in a never-ending line of terrorist
activities. The Brig. Gen. James Dozier kidnapping in
Italy, the threat of the Libyan hit squad against the
President of the United States and the shooting of Lt. Col.
Charles Ray in Paris are only a few of the more recent
acts perpetrated against the United States.
The United States, once the world's big brother, is now
caught up in a worldwide sibling rivalry that's been a'long
time in the making. Countries who once sought support
and guidance from the United States now say we are too
imperialistic and interventionist.
If the United States has one lesson to learn from
terrorist activities, it should be this: when you put your
finger in the pot, you take the risk of getting burned.
But have we learned this lesson?
President Reagan announced after taking office that his
administration would take a hard line on international
terrorism. This is easier said than done.
When Dozier was kidnapped, his fate was left in the
hands of the Red Brigades and the Italian police. The
United States was able to do little more than denounce the
terrorists as "cowardly bums."
Even in our own country, we are not immune. The
Libyan threat and the hijacking attest to this. But the
United States is not alone:
Other countries are also being threatened by the violence of a few. The United States must unite with these
countries against international terrorist activities. Only
through cooperation and united effort can victimized
nations protect their citizens and diplomats against the
crimes of a despotic few.

The Well peer counselors
emphasize holistic health
tive health care. This philosophy of
holistic health refers not only to physical health, but to emotional, sexual,
intellectual and spiritual care as well.
These components, combined, can
help a person to be, what we consider,
a totally healthy person.

Focus
by Maribeth Behm
Patty Baumgardner
We* Peer Counselors

In the past year, we students nave
seen our University plagued by a
sequence of budget cutbacks and hiring freezes. In addition, the current
state of the overall economy has
forced many of us to conserve or use
restraint in our spending. These factors have ultimately meant that we
have had to, or will soon, make personal sacrifices of one sort or another.
There are some sacrifices, however, that are not Justified. As peer
counselors for the University's holistic health organization, The Well, we
have come to realize that the two
most important things you can have
in your Dfe are your good health and
education. It is, then, in this frame of
mind, that we ask you a rhetorical
question: Why not combine and benefit from both of these?
Indeed, why not! There are 20 peer
counselors, as well as administrators
at this school who are ready to help,
educate and inform the campus of the
benefits of a program of total preven-

This idea of total "wellness," at
times, may seem unnatural. People
think nothing of changing the oil in
their car, rotating the tires or performing many other tasks that will
make the resale value of the car
higher. However, few people apply
this same practice to the various
components of themselves as a whole
being. In fact, our society tends to
categorize people as "a Jock, a brain,
etc. r
As peer counselors of The Well, we
have made available to you
workshops, information and private
counseling in any area of holistic
health that you may be interested in.
We have been trained to provide you
with information about contraception,
weight control, stress management,
relationships or other interests. We
have the facilities-one office in the
Student Health Center and one in the
Student Recreation Center. We have
the desire and we have the training,
all we need is your input.
This is a service that will not cost
you a thing, and can only be beneficial
to you rtow and later in life. Remember, you need us, and we need you.
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No one knows what is going to
happen when the AT&T breaks up,
according to the recent settlement
they made with the government.
"Ma Bell" will be permitted to keep
its long-distance service, its laboratories, and go into all sorts of new
electronic communications. But it has
agreed to sell off the local telephone
companies it owned, which service
communities.
According to the people who should
know, this could increase the cost of
local telephone calls tremendously
because AT&T subsidized this service, while it profited from long-distance.
This means a whole new advertising campaign for local telephone companies, to encourage people to use the
phone.
The TV commercials might go
something like this:
Camera showing taxi driver. Voiceover.
"Do you realize that you can now
call your local delicatessen after 11
o'clock at night for only $3.95?"
Taxi driver, "You got to be kidding.
Only$3.95?"
"That's right. For $3.95 you can call
anywhere in the city after 11 o'clock,

Focus

by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

"Where's Slocum?"
"He went over to see Ronstetter on
K Street about the merger deal."
"K Street, that's three blocks
away."
Slocum walks in and everyone looks
at him sternly.
Banker-type says, "Slocum,
haven't you heard of a local telephone
call? For just $6.95 you could have
spoken to Ronstetter on the phone."
"Gosh, sir, I never thought of it."

Banker smiles. "That's why you're
not going anywhere in the firm. A
local telephone call is the only way to
do business. Isn't that right, gang?"
Everyone at the table all together,
"RIGHT CHIEF."
•••
Shot of grandmotherly type talking
into the phone. Grandfatherly type
comes into room. "Who are you talking to. mother?"
''Hilda, next door. She seemed so
happy to hear my voice."
voiceover, "You don't need a good
reason to call someone locally any
more. Just pick up the phone and
surprise them. You'd be amazed at
how little it costs compared to hiring a
Cadillac limousine. Make someone in
your neighborhood happy today by
saying, 'Hello.'"

Shot of attractive mother in kitchen
baking pies. Phone rings and mother
answers. Operator's voice can be
heard, "We nave a collect call from
the Giant Food Market for anyone
from Connie Marks."
Mother says, "I'll take it. Connie, is
there anything wrong?"
"Mom, they're out of heavy sweet
cream. Do you want me to buy light
cream instead?"
"I'll make do. But it was very smart
of you to call collect. By the way,
don't forget the cottage cheese."
"Sure, mom. It's on my list."
Voiceover, "When you have a problem and you don't have the money to
make a local call, B&S has the answer. Call collect, or charge it to your
home or business number. Local calls
are cheaper than you think."
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and all day Sunday."

•••

Shot of woman in supermarket.
"When was the last time you spoke to
your child when she was sleeping over
at a friend's house?"
"I never call her because it's too
expensive."
"What would you say if I told you
that if you dial direct you could talk to
her for three minutes for $2.75 after
midnight?"
"I'dsay you were pulling my leg."
"I'm not pulling your leg. The B&S
Telephone Co. will now let vou call
anyone within a 10-mile radius after
midnight for $2.75 for three minutes,
and only $1.20 for every added minute. Surely there is someone in your
town who would love to hear from
you."
0 0 0
Shot of conference room in office.
Stocky banker-type man walks in and
says to people sitting around the table:

Slimnasties: an exercise in futility
This quarter I took the plunge. I was
going to get in shape, no matter what.
So I signed up for an exercise class
offered by the Student Recreation
Center, thinking that group participation would give me the incentive I
needed. What a mistake.
I went to the first session feeling
confident that the class would be full
of overweight, out-of-shape females
like myself I had myself believing
this until I walked into the Archery
Room, where the class met. There, I
got a nasty surprise.
I looked around and my heart sank.
All these skinny girls! What were they
doing here? The one in the corner had
the body of a Playboy centerfold. And
that one over there - she made Olive
Oyl look fat.
I was just getting ready to retreat
when I saw one lone overweight girl in
the far corner. Well, I thought, at
least I'm not the only one. I guess I
can stick it out for the first session,
anyway. But I left on my baggy
sweatpants, unwilling to expose my
thighs to these trim pictures of health.
The instructor, a petite black
woman with her hair coiled into a
knot, came in and began calling off
names in a drill sergeant's voice. It
took me a moment to realize she was
pairing us off with a partner.
"You'll have these partners for the
rest of the das:.," Nancy, the instructor, said. Not me, I thought. My
partner will have to find someone
else, after I quit the class.
I looked at my partner. She was a
tiny blonde named Debbie, and she
looked like she was in the midst of an
anorexia attack. She informed me
that she had Just had her fourth child
and needed to lose the weight she'd
gained during the pregnancy.
The urge to leave overtook me
again. But a small voice in the back of
my mind convinced me to stay and
see what the class was like. After all, I
was supposed to be a Journalist,
looking for new experiences to broaden my horizons. Anyway, there is a
small, stubborn core in my being that
will not easily admit defeat.
Nancy began demonstrating some
exercises for us and I watched intently, determined to keep up with the
others. Then she began barking out
commands, counting out the beat like
a metronome. We twisted and turned
to her will, moans and groans filling
the air. So I wasn't the only one out of
shape I thought
During a particularly impossible
exercise, I looked up ana saw that we
had an audience. A dozen or more
were hanging over the ledge at
top of the room, whistling and
making catcalls and crude comments. I wanted to shrivel up and die.
The urge to leave became even

Focus
by Carolyn Thomson
Copy Editor

stronger, but that voice, exerted its
influence again, and I stayed, even
though I felt that every "fat" comment coming from the peanut gallery
was directed at me personally.
Then came the biggest horror of all
- we had to weigh ourselves. Publicly.
We were to go to the locker room with
three other girls and weigh in, then
measure every imaginable part of our
body when we returned to the Archery
Room.
,
"How can she do this?" I moaned. I
was beginning to think that Nancy
had been put on this earth specifically
to torture me.
We entered the locker room and
were engulfed in a tide of screaming
female voices, clanging lockers, escaped steam from the sauna and the
sharp smell of chlorine. I began to
have hope that the face of the scales
would be fogged up. No such luck.

Debbie willingly weighed herself
first. She tipped the scales at 111
pounds."God, I'm getting fat," she
said. I wanted to choke her.
My turn. I approached the scale. It
loomed over me like a giant gallows. I
stepped on it, trying to be light. The
needle kept climbing. I'm going to
break it! I thought frantically. It
finally quivered to a stop, ten pounds
above what I'd counted on. I jumped
off just as the needle settled, before
anyone else could see. Again, I
wanted to run. But that other half kept
nagging at me. "That's why you enrolled in the class," it said.
We went back to the Archery Room
and dutifully measured ourselves.
Our audience, though made up of
different people, was still there. I
imagined they all had bionic vision
and could see the little numbers on the
tape measure from their vantage
point, 20 feet away. "Now you're
being stupid," the voice said. "Pull
yourself together." ' *
Once I got back on the prickly
astroturf and resumed exercising I
felt better. The pull and stretch of the
muscles felt good, and the throbbing
beat of the music was energizing.
I began to look at my counterparts a

little more closely, wanting to find a
fault somewhere, anywhere. I took a
savage satisfaction when I noticed a
flabby belly or a sagging bottom, and
I smirked when I found I was more
limber than many of my thinner counterparts. The mean spirits of envy
and competition were taking their
hold on me.
Even so, I still felt fat and gross as
the class ended. Even my little voice,
which kept reminding me that the
shape of the other class members
didn't make any difference, couldn't
rid me of the feeling, and I decided to
take a five dollar loss and not come
back. I couldn't face the humiliation
again.
When I got back to my apartment
and explained my feelings of fat inferiority to my roommate, she looked at
me in disgust.
"What do you care what the others
look like?" she asked. "You're there
for yourself. Forget them." She and
my little voice were twins.
After a lot of deliberation, I decided
they were right. I was there to get
myself in shape. Besides, I didn't
know anyone in the class. So, really,
what did it matter?
My nagging second half won out.

by Garry Trudeau
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Opticians weigh contact conveniences against faults
by Becky Bracht
Newt staff reporter
Extended-wear contact lenses have
been hailed by many as the eyewear
trend of the future, but eyecare professionals are not in agreement over
the safety and effectiveness of the
new lenses.
"We don't sell them (extendedwear contacts) because they're very
expensive and most of our patients
aren't willing to pay that much,"
Jerry Raitz, a licensed optician for
Burlington Optical, 1616 E. Wooster
St, said. The price of the contacts is
usually about $400, Raitz added.
Because he does not sell them,
Raitz said he could not give an exact
price for the contacts. Burlington
charges about $100 for soft and hard
contacts.
Raitz said other problems with the
extended-wear contacts are possible
eye ulcerations, which are breakdowns of the outer layer covering the
cornea, and the necessity for frequent
office visits.

"WE HAVE a hard enough time
getting our patients to come back
every six months," he said.
These contacts can be worn for an
extended length of time because they
are 72 percent water, as opposed to 38
percent in the Bausch and Lomb soft
contacts, optician Bob Taylor, 5757
Monclova Road, Maumee, said. They
contain acrylic and nema, which
make the lenses soft. This surface
allows oxygen to diffuse through the
lens.
"The length of wear depends on the
person's tear chemistry, or how dry
their eyes are," Taylor said. "It
would probably be ideal if people
didn't wear them for longer than two
weeks at a time." Cataract patients,
however, may leave them in tor up to
three months.
Taylor explained that cataract patients wear the lenses longer than
other patients not because they can
tolerate them more easily, but because most of them cannot get to the
office on a frequent basis or clean the
lenses themselves. People wearing
them for other vision problems can

handle the lenses with less difficulty
and can care for them by themselves.
PEROXIDE, a prepared cleaning
solution, and unpreserved saline are
used to clean the lenses, Taylor said.
Unlike many other soft contacts, heat
disinfection is not necessary.
"The lenses are easier to remove
than regular soft lenses," Taylor said.
"You can blink them out, but they
don't pop out like hard contacts (unexpectedly) unless you want them
to.'
This type of removal is easier on the
lenses, Taylor said, because they
aren't handled as much.
The average life expectancy of the
extended-wear lens is about 14
months, or the same as a regular soft
lens, said Taylor, who has been selling the lenses since 1979.
TAYLOR SAID he has already seen
the demand for these contacts increase. "About six months after I
started selling them, people were so
happy with them their friends started
coming in and asking for them."
"They're very convenient," Taylor

said. "It's nice to be able to see when
you wake up, and you don't have to
worry about removing them before
you go to bed."
Most of the problems are caused by
improper care of the lenses, Taylor
said. If an individual cares for the
lenses properly, be said, he should not
experience any major difficulties.
Taylor said only one of his patients
has had a major problem with the
lenses. The problem occurred while
the man was in Florida and had a
different professional remove his
lenses for cleaning.

"The only kind you have to look out
for is medication which dries the
eyes," he said. This will not prevent a
Ktient from wearing them, but will
lit the length of time the patient can
wear the lenses before they must be
cleaned.
Taylor purchases his lenses from
Cooper Vision, a company located in
San Jose, Calif. Mike Mullaly, director of marketing at the company, said
they have been selling the lenses for
routine vision since Jan. 30,1981.
Cooper began making the lenses in
1972, and gained FDA approval to sell
them for post-cataract patients in
Taylor said be has had little prob- June, 1979. "We've had a very posilem with eye ulcerations in his pa- tive response among consumers since
we started selling them."
tients who wear the lenses.
"Most ulcers don't appear in the
younger patients," Taylor said. They
are more common in cataract paMULLALY SAID there are now
tients, he said, but not because of the over one million people wearing the
contacts. "You see more ulcers in lenses and his company has experiolder patients anyway."
enced no problems with the lenses
damaging anyone's eyes.
TAYLOR SAID he has not come
Cooper Vision's only competition in
across any medication that causes production of the lenses is Revlon,
problems with the wear of the lenses. which makes a hydrocurve extended-

wear contact These lenses are not as
high in water content and cannot be
worn for as long a period of time,
according to Taylor.
Dr. Robert Beattie, an optometrist
with offices at 1022 N. Prospect said
the contacts have very limited use.
They are subject to problems such as
overwear and contamination.
"You're inviting problems when
you leave something in the eye for
such a long period of time," he said.
"The biggest problem is that they
must be looked at every month or so
by a professional."
THE MULTIPLE office visits cause
the lenses to be so expensive, he said,
adding that most doctors are not
happy with them because the percentage of visual correction they provide
is less than normal lenses.
Beattie said he only recommends
the extended-wear contacts to his
cataract patients because he doesn't
think they are safe for general use. He
recommends them to cataract patients because it is the most convenient correction available to them.

Students give ideas for balancing University budget
by Mprilyn Rosinski
Mewii staff reporter

State problems in funding education
may force the University to cut about
$3.1 million from its budget. Students
were asked yesterday byThe News for
their recommendations to balance the
University budget.
While some students were at a loss
for suggestions, only one favored increasing fees as a solution to balance
the budget. Most of them said they
would rather have programs cut than
to have an increase in tees.
BARBE MOTLLI, early childhood
major, said, "I guess they will have to
make fees more; they shouldn't cut

group.

any programs. My parents would be
willing to pay higher fees. I wouldn't
want to cut 1programs because they're
all needed.'
JAMI GIBSON, undeclared major,
said, "Because ran a commuter and
I'm married I have different problems (than on-campus students). I'd
prefer cuts in programs rather than
raise fees. It wouldn't be fair for those
who live on campus to have fees
raised."
RICK CAMER, liberal studies,
said, "The University should ask the
business majors."
RICH PUHL, general business major, said, "They shouldn't raise fees,
that's for sure! The University

shouldn't support all the student programs. Students should support their
own programs."

control. They could not foresee the
problems coming."

CLAHt FORREST, graduate theater major, said, "We've talked a lot
about that issue in graduate senate.
There is still a lot of observable waste
every day. Eliminating that would
involve layoffs or firings which would
add to the economic problems.
"Also, if the University paid its
graduate students more, they could
teach more classes and not as many
professors would be needed.
Basically, I think the University is
doing a good job weathering the budget problems, and they have it under

ROBIN STARR, insurance major,
said "Some of the administrative
staff ought to be let go... There are
so many of them trying to decide what
to do but they make a lot of money
doing it.
"Raising sales tax on campus could
help. I know that it's 1/2-percent
higher in the campus gift shop where I
work."
CARRIE COX, undeclared major,
said, "Definitely not raise fees. I don't
want them to cut programs either.
I'm in Spanish now and they can't
afford to hire new people so they can't

and have already distributed their
OIG's for the rest of the year.
But students attending universities on quarter systems, such as
Bowling Green, will lose their
grants mis year, as the cuts can go
into effect spring quarter.
Information directed toward students will be done by workshops
and information tables, Potapchuk
said, as well as developing committees in the student government,

Grson serving as Academic Afirs Coordinator or State and
rather than just one specific office.
For example, instead of just one
Community Affairs Coordinator,
there will be entire boards for these
interests, she explained.
A retreat in March also is
elanned, where the process of
ansmitting information to the
student body will be discussed, she
said.

open up any more sections. But I'm
glad it s not up to me to decide."
MICHELLE DAVIS, health care
administration major, said, "Maybe
cut programs for activities. They
shouldn't raise the tuition. Last year
when they raised the fees (surcharge), it was supposed to be only
temporary. Now the talk is about
raising tuition more."
JANICE COMBEST, communications major, said, "I have two suggestions: first, postpone the semester
converstion. While it will eventually
save money, the initial costs are high.
Second, in tne long run, the computer
terminals being purchased will help

with registration.
"But it could be beneficial to hold
up on that purchase unless the University gets a deal it can't pass up. If
the budget is a real problem, how can
the university justify that purchase?"
DAN REINER, sales management
and marketing major, said, "The
University should market itself not
only to business-oriented students but
to other students... If the school
could be expanded to include 3,000 to
5,000 students more, it would increase
the fees collected. Also, the University should look for more outside
donations from alumni or businesses
in Northwestern Ohio."

from page 1

BUT UNTIL the state takes definite action, the University is
continuing to make plans for the 8.9
percent cut, Grayson said.
Potapchuk explained that the
budget cuts could affect all aspects
of the University, including faculty, purchasing of equipment, energy, and student employment.
Some class sections may also be
cut, Grayson added.
"And of course the undergrad-

uates are the ones likely to be cut
because the graduate programs
have more monetary value to the
University," Potapchuk added.
Grayson said the students on the
Ohio Instructional Grant may also
suffer, as 22,000 students on OIG's
will be cut nationwide.
HE EXPLAINED that those universities on semester systems have
already started their second term

Enjoy Pasta at Pagliai's
Try one of our many
tasty dishes along with
or regular Wednesday SpecialOodles of Noodles for $1.75

POTAPCHUK and Grayson said
they will also organize groups of
interested students to lobby at the
state legislature in Columbus.
Grayson said they will urge for
passage of the sales tax increase
when talking with the legislators.
"We're going to tell them if they
won't support us on this, we can t
support them in November," he
said.
They will also be a meeting with

student groups from Kent State,
Miami, Toledo, Youngstown State
and Ohio University in Columbus
on Wednesday, where Ohio State
University students will have already made appointments with legislators with whom these students
can discuss the cuts.
Potapchuk said if students don't
act now, "I guarantee they'll be
sorry in one way or another."
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Heaps of spaghetti, plus garlic bread, only $1.75 at East or South on Wednesdays.
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Other special dishes include our lasagna, our scrumptious shells,
and our super sampler.

SOUTH
440 E. Court
352-1596

945 S. Main
352-7571
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TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that win appear here each
week in February Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
Hi in the letters ol the master key. you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, tree
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
2. Grand Prize coneWsof two regular roundtnp economy airtaree
»the KM cay, 30-dey Euraii passes, American Youth Hostel
KM. two backpacks and »1OO0 In cash
3. Cut out maeter key (or JN as official entry blank or use 3" >S"
card Print your answer aUngwni your name and addraas MM
lo Sacral Cay Sweepstakes. PO Box 6018. Norwaik. CT 06852
4. The first 1.000 correct respondents will receive a poster as in
entry pnze
5. Alentneenvjat be received by 3/15/82 Enter es often as you
■feX but eecn entry must be rivaled separately
•. A random drawing of eft correct entries wl be held 3/22/82 by
me Highland Group, an independent ridging orosniiaron whose
decaMCin is final
7. Owaspelalne vox) where prohened. uued o> otherwise restricted
».»» potential winners ™ay be required KJ *gn an affidavit ot ed
goaty lo verify cornpfcanoa w*h tie rules wiBn 30 days of receipt
ol same. For a let ot prBe winners, sand eatf-addiiend. stamped
envelope as Secret City Sweepstakes c*> Highland Group, 16
Kmgflt St. NorwaHr.CT 08851

WHAT AM I?
So small and yet so strong
Life is never helter skelter,
When I travel, the pace seems long
Yet 1 never lack a shelter.
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Possible $3 million appropriation may cut spring fees
by VicU Reinhart
Newt reporter
General fees will be about $6 less spring auarter if the
University receives $3 million appropriated by the state
legislature for academic uses at the Student Recreation
Center before the end of winter quarter.
The $3 million appropriation is part of a total $10,165
million to be given to the University for the construction
and repair of campus buildings.
There was a chance that the appropriation would be
cut, but Dr. Richard Eakin, Executive Vice Provost of
Planning and Budgeting, said "the state cutback will
not effect the capital appropriation bill." He added that
the state government is trying to "stimulate the economy of Ohio" by continuing building projects to create
Jobs.

ALPHA DELTA PI
proudly
announces
its winter
pledges!!

radio-television-film division of the School of Speech
Communications.
CONSTRUCTION of the $3.1 million Physical Sciences Lab Building is scheduled to begin in April or
May of this year, McGeein said. The five-story building
will be constructed between Overman Hall and the
Psychology Building and will contain the laboratories
and faculty offices of the Departments of Chemistry
and Physics. McGeein said the new building will be
connected to Overman Hall by an enclosed glass
passageway.
Dr. Roger Ptak of the Physics Department said it also
will contain a $575,000 planetarium that will project a
simulation of the night sky in motion onto a domed
ceiling.

ROVERT MCGEEIN, Director of Academic Facilities Planning, said the $3 million rec center appropriation is "a long-standing protect we (University
officials) have ftjust been able to finalize." The additional money will be taken into account" in the budgeting
process that will result in the adjustment of student
tees.
Specifically, the J3 million will be used to pay off the
loan taken out to build Cooper Pool.
Out of the remaining appropriation, $3.1 million will
be used to build a Physical Sciences Laboratory Building and an additional $1.2 million will be used for a
Biological Sciences Laboratory Annex. McGeein said.
Another $1.825 million will be used for the renovation of
West Hall for use bv the School of Journalism and the

ARMY SPOKESMAN Col. Marco Aurelio Gonzalez
called the assaults "attacks of intimidation against the
people" to keep them from voting in next month's
constituent assembly elections.
He denied that the attack was aimed at military
targets, but journalists in the area said a national police
headquarters and army barracks were hit with automatic weapons and grenades.
Residents reached by telephone said the streets were
deserted, with people afraid to leave their homes.
"We can hear powerful explosions but we don't know
where they are coming from," said one source reached
in the city of 25,000 residents.

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Leftist guerrillas battling El Salvador's U.S. backed junta launched a
rare daylight attack on the eastern city of Usulutan
yesterday and claimed control of the northeastern town
of Corinto.
A military source reached by telphone in Usulutan, 70
miles east of San Salvador, said fighting was heavy in
at least four sections of the city through the morning.
He said the guerrillas attacked about 6 a.m., killing at
least one national policeman and wounding three soldiers. There was no word on guerrilla casualties.
At midday the army said it had restored order in
Usulutan but admitted there was still sporadic shooting.

MILITARY SPECIALISTS said they could not recall
another guerrilla daylight assault of this type.
The guerrillas have been threatening a major offensive for more than a month but it was too early to tell if
the attacks mark the start of the offensive or just a
flareup in the civil war that has taken more than 35,000

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - University of Toledo law
school officials are scratching their heads, saying there
is no evidence to show why increasing numbers of their
students flunk the state bar exam.
Toledo students once led the state in the percentage of
Saduates passing the exam. But that number has
Hen below the state average.
In 1981, the 63.8 percent of Toledo graduates passing
the test was the third-lowest of the nine law schools in
Ohio, ranking just ahead of Cleveland State University
at 63 percent and Ohio Northern University at 55
percent.
In 1980, when the statewide pass average was 83.3
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* March of Dimes
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birth
I
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FREE!!

CROSS COUNTRY SKI CLINIC

You musl attend the citric
Friday to ski Saturday

Friday Feb. 5
7-8p.m.
Life Room SRC
Attend the clinic, and sign up to ski
Saturday Feb. 6
10:00 a.m.-12 (noon)
Equipment provided for two hours free!

SKI THERE OR BE SQUARE!
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Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982
furnished or unfurnished
Hours: Mon.-Ffi. 9-12 & 1-5
Sat. 10-2

I^BdrmY Unfurnished; $250
Furnished; $270
Landlord Pays All Utilities

2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265
Furnished; $285
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pays Electric Lights

1 BdrrVi: Unfurnished; $200
Furnished; $225
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pays Electric Lights

Efficiencies;
Unfurnished; $200
Furnished $225
Landlord Pays All Utilities

• Laundry facilities available • Gas heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
«J nMKIinti ftrt iT-Tf "T """--fr Of A Mamberahlp To The Cherrywood Health Spa

Graduate Student Senate

Bowling Green State (Jniv.
Black Student Union
Board of Black Cultural Activities
Presents

Free and open to the Public!!

Celebrates LIFE with the
Student Rec Center by presenting a

An Evening with
Mark Twain"

For all graduate Students
and graduate Faculty
Thursday Feb. 4,1982
Alumni Center 6:00 p.m.1

TONIGHT
7:30 PM
220 Math Science
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lives since the junta came to power in El Salvador in
October 1979.
The Reagan administration pledged an additional $55
million in arms aid to the tiny Central American nation
and says it will ask Congress for an increase in other
assistance of $100 million this year.
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. told the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee that infiltration of
arms to El Salvador's guerrillas "is again approaching
the high levels recorded just before last year s so-called
'final offensive.'" He said the U.S. will do "whatever is
necessary" to contain the guerrillas.
HAIG DECLINED to rule out the possibility of
sending U.S. troops into the region, but said Reagan
opposed the idea and would consider it only "In extremis."
In addition to attacking Usulutan, the guerrillas
claimed control of Corinto, 125 miles northeast of San
Salvador.

More Toledo students flunk bar

Students for Political
Awareness and BGSU
Students for Life Present:

*
*

PLANNING for these projects is" well down the
track,"Eakin said, and plans should proceed as scheduled.
The revamping of West Hall is scheduled to begin in
January, 1983 after architectural plans are completed.
A number of repairs, such as roof and masonry work
are needed

Leftist fighters claim control of Salvadoran city

Tara Benson
Margaret McFetridge
Allison Miller
Sobra Pelo
Suzanne Stiffler

Abortion:

Also scheduled for construction this spring is a $1.2
million Biological Sciences Lab Annex. The annex will
be built west of the Life Science Building with "direct
inside access between the two buildings" McGeein said.
The one-story building will be used for the "care,
handling and treatment" of lab animals, he added.

in concert along with
STARS ENTERTAINMENT
STARS BAND
Saturday Feburary 13, 1982
in the University Union
TOLEDO
Grand Ballroom
Sound Asylum
Tickets: $6.50
Tommy Ls
Available at: BOWLING GREEN
Find-.s Records & tapes
Finders Recoras & Tapes
Essence Plaza
University Union Box Office

Summer Jobs

percent, some 75.2 percent of the Toledo graduates
passed.
IN THOSE two years, 127 of 416 UT law school
graduates failed the exam, compared to 20 out of 468
students from 1975 to 1977.
Statewide, the passing rate has dropped to 75.2
percent, the lowest since 1971.

GRADUATES are being interviewed and asked for
recommendations on how students can better prepare
for the three-day test.
However, Law School Dean Francis Beytagh says the
school is not going to be turned into a program designed
specifically to prepare students to pass the bar exam.
"We are preparing people for a 30-year career, not for
a three-day test in July, Beytagh said.
The first and third days of the test are made up of six
essay questions each. The second day consists of 200
multiple choice questions prepared by a national testing service and known as the "multi-state examination."
Beytagh says the test is set up so it is difficult for an
applicant to make up enough points on the essay portion
to overcome any railing on the multi-state section.
A new grading procedure began in 1979 and correlates
to the decline in Toledo passage rates, but Beytagh said
he's not sure why.

University Village and
University Court s
Apartments
(Located al the corner ot Uough and
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus).
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments
within walking distance to shopping,
campus activities and movie theatres.
Student rental applications for '82-83 school
year will be accepted starting Feb. I. 1982.
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water.
Rental applications may be obtained at £
Amherst Village Apartments, (Rental Officet
l520CloughSt.
352-0164
Office Hours: 9-5

Love That Lasts.

CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, Ohio
will hold on-campus interviews for summer employment:

Date: Wednesday, February 10

Time: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Place: Ohio Suite

Over 3,400 positions available for a wide variety of jobs. Dormitory
and apartment style housing available. Contact the Office of Student
Employment for information and appointment. Spend a summer
in one of the Finest resorts in the North.

CEDWINTINC
CEDAR POINT INC SANDUSKY OHIO 44170 419-We-OUO

Ihere are many good ways

Send The
Lovebird Bouquet
Rb.14.

Friends and Lovers
A BG News Valentine Message!

This Valentines D.ty. send .1 gift
of ilowera in a gill of love
Telefloras Lovebird Bouquet.
It's a beautiful floral arrangement that comet in an exquisite
glass box trimmed in bras.
This elegant keep- sake m decorated with our custom designed
lovebirds.
So send a Valentine that will
always be cherished. TeleQora s
Lovebird Bouquet. Just call
or visit your Teleflorist and you
can send it anywhere you like.
Because (here's no better way to
send a love that lasts this
Valentines Day

Klotz Flower
Farm
Friday. February 12,1982 Edition
Deadline: Wed., Feb. 10, 4 p.m.
106 University Hall
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3REAST CANCER
O Over 40 and have close
relatives who had breast
cancer.
D Had a breast operation.
D Have lump or nipple
discharge.
*

American
I
Cancer Society f.
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Queen remains stable symbol in turbulent times
LONDON (AP) - In three decades since the 25-yearold Princess Elizabeth became queen, Britain has lost
an empire and forfeited its status as a world power and
industrial giant.
The new Elizabethan age which, many Britons foretold as their nation emerged from post-World War II
austerity has not dawned.
But Queen Elizabeth II, maintained at vast expense
and' seldom heard to utter more than platitudes, remains loved and admired - or at least thought necessary - by the great majority of her subjects.
SINCE SHE became queen on the death of her father
George VI on Feb. 6, 1962, Elizabeth has carefully
"democratized'' the monarchy and boosted its popularity.
"What she represents is the true sense of an unchanging institution. She treads the right line between accessibility and mystique," says Charles Kidd, editor of
Debrett's, which traces the lineage of Britain's bluebloods.
It's this sense of stability in changing and uncertain

times, an ability to adapt and its very political powerlessness, that analysts say is the secret of the monarchy's survival and the queen's popularity. To those can
be added an air of romance.
THE 55-YEAR-OLD monarch combines direct descent from England's 7th century Saxon King Egbert
with a more reassuring image - that of devoted family
life in a world of nannies, garden parties, pet corgis,
race horses and Rolls-Royces. It's immensely appealing, even if hardly relevant, to ordinary people whose
lives revolve around the office, factory, pub and color
television.
Many of the Europe's great monarchies perished
before Elizabeth came to the throne, others since. Only
10 survive, among which she is the best-known, most
widely traveled and most durable monarch.
When a rejoicing nation splurged a million pounds
($1.9 million) last summer on the wedding of the
queen's son and heir, Prince Charles, 33, some Britons
ruefully mused that the monarchy is perhaps the one
thing here that still works.

When she succeeded her father, post-war butter and
meat rationing had two years to run and Britain still
directly ruled more than 100 million people in colonies
stretching through Africa, Asia and Latin America.
HER "EMPIRE" now consists of 11 scattered territories with a total of fewer than 6 million people, of whom
5 million are Hong Kong Chinese.
During her reign, eight British prime ministers socialists and Conservatives - have come and gone. So
have six U.S. presidents.
Elizabeth reigns on, summoning each prime minister-elect to form a government, receiving ambassadors, circling the globe on state visits and making
Christmas broadcasts to the one billion people of the 48nation Commonwealth of former British colonies.
Polls indicate some resentment of the money spent on
lesser members of her family - they cost 21 million
pounds ($39 million) last year, including upkeep of two
palaces, two castles and foreign tours.
But the 3.26-million-pound ($6.1 million) payment for
the queen's personal expenses appears quite acceptable
to most Britons.

HER ONLY DAUGHTER, Anne, 30, has been criticized as arrogant, and the checkered love life of her
divorce* sister, Princess Margaret. 51, and occasional
outspoken comments of her husband of 34 years, Prince
Philip, have aroused controversy and complaint.
But the very triviality of the few criticisms voiced
against the queen - her choice of clothes, her plummy
voice, her starchy "my husband and I" speeches reflect her unblemished record.
Elizabeth's reign has witnessed what Buckingham
Palace officially calls a "democratization" of the
monarchy.
SHE INSTITUTED palace lunches for the sort of
people previous monarchs seldom met, such as sportsmen and labor union leaders.
One hundred years from now, Britain will still have a
monarch, said fe percent in the July poll.
Elizabeth Alexandra Mary became neir presumptive
when she was 10 and her uncle Edward VTlI abdicated
to marry twice-divorced American, Wallis Simpson of
Baltimore.

SALE

New titles recognize professors' achievements
by David Sigworta
News staff reporter
In a brief meeting yesterday, Faculty Senate approved a proposal concerning two special professorship
titles for University faculty.
The titles - Teaching Professor and Research Professor - will be "open to full professors as a continuing way
to award faculty when full professorship has been
attained," Dr. Richard Ward, Faculty Senate chairman, said.
With Faculty Senate approval, the proposed titles
now go to the president and then to the Board of
Trustees for final approval, Ward said afterward.
Both titles eventually would be named after individuals who used to be identified with the University, he
said. Professors receiving the title will be "secona-inrank" to University Professors, Ward said.
ACCORDING to the proposal, the Teaching
Professorship will be awarded to full professors "whose
extraordinary achievements as effective teachers in

college§j2i2an
ALTHOUGH A FREEZE
has been placed on hiring
and major purchases,
Zima said the university is
"not in a position to have to
go to any cut backs."
The crisis, however, has
ended any hope for a faculty pay raise, he said.
Ohio State University
must "expect that the 198182 fiscal year subsidy for
this university will be reduced by approximately
$19.6 million," President
Edward Jennings aanounced last week.
According to a text of the
speech in The (OSU) Lantern on Jan. 27, Jennings
said the university will
have to cut another $35.4
million next year.
Jennings said that fees
will not be raised spring
quarter but increases
should be expected by
summer or fall quarter.
Also, Jennings announced:
• the cancellation of allocations for library acquisitions and equipment
approved last December.
• the installation of a
proposed system of recovering service costs.

the reduction by $6 million of various operating
units of the Columbus campus.
• the reduction of the
budgets of the various operating units where state
subsidy is appropriated in
line-item form.
• energy reduction methods to save $500,000.
A SPOKESMAM FOR
Ohio State's news service
said the university will
continue dealing with those
figures, which are based
on the 8.9 percent state
spending cut.
The University of Toledo
is dealing with a potential
loss of $2.5 million this
year and $6 million next
year, Fred Mollenkopf, director of public information, said yesterday.

their discipline and/or in interdisciplinary fields deserve special recognition."
The Research Professorship will be awarded to a full
professor who has "established outstanding national
and/or international recognition through research and
publication or creative/artistic achievement in their
disciplines."
As proposed, both titles will be made by special
resolution of the Board of Trustees and may not be
awarded more than once a year.
Ward said the awards, at least at first, will not
include any monetary significance but will be more of a
symbolic title.

Also at the meeting, Interim President Dr. Michael
Ferrari updated the Senate on the state and University
financial situation. If the governor's tax proposal would
be passed, the "budget reduction measures (announced
last week) should be adequate to get us through 196182," he said.

Stop by and relax with

versity has placed a freeze
on all positions and some
cuts have been made in
travel, supplies and equipment budgets, Mollenkopf
said.

Dozier blames self
V1CENZA, Italy (AP) - Brig. Gen. James Dozier said
yesterday he battled "excruciating boredom" but
never despaired although chained and confined to a tiny
tent in his six-week captivity in a Red Brigades'
"people's prison."
The U.S. Army general also admitted he was embarrassed because he failed to heed warnings to take
security measures against kidnapping. U.S. officials
said Dozier was scheduled to fly to Washington today
and would meet with President Reagan tomorrow.
The general told in his first full news conference since
his rescue Thursday that he spent most of his captivity
dozing, reading books and newspaper clippings on his
abduction, and moving his arms and legs for better
blood circulation.
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But the university is not
taking any action until final figures are received
from the state Office of
Budget and Management,
he said.
"A lot of universities
have gone ahead on the
basis of the original announcement," Mollenkopf
said. "We have decided to

10% off ALL SHOE INVENTORY
10% off ALL FRISBEES
10% off ALL ATHLETIC BAGS

NOON TIME
ENTERTAINMENT

RESPONDING to a question regarding the need for
such awards, Ward said the titles identify those outstanding in the separate fields, while the title of
University Professor combines the two.
Also, he said, the new titles identify professors for
excellence "within the sphere of the faculty member's
discipline." The University Professorship identifies
professors going beyond their discipline, he said.
hold up until we receive the
final figures."
He added that those figures should be received
today or late yesterday.
In the meantime, the uni-
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Men tankers impress opposing MAC coaches
by Keith Walther
Newt staff reporter
Bowling Green's men's swim
team's second place finish in the MiniMAC meet, last weekend at Mt. Pleasant Mich., drew favorable comments
ana attention to the vastly improved
Falcon swimmers from several opposing coaches.
The Falcons improved on their
fourth place finish of a year ago in the
meet by accumulating a total of 514
points, second only to defending MidAmerican Conference champion
Eastern Michigan's 759. Central
Michigan and Western Michigan followed with 339 and 227 totals, respectively.
Keeping in mind the Falcons' poor
performance in last year's mini-MAC,
in which the team only tallied 338
points, it wasn't too difficult for the
other teams to notice the im-

provement in this year's team,
according to BG's first-year coach
Ron Zwierlein.
"It was nice to hear the other swimmers and coaches saying good things
about the way we're swimming,"
Zwierlein said. That has got to make
our kids feel good about the way they
are performing."

touched out in at the end," he said.
"So we could've been closer. Of
course we barely edged them out in a
couple of events also."
One time where BG barely lost an
event occurred in the 200-yard freestyle, when Matt Lenhart lost by only
.22 of a second. And, although he lost,
Lenhart came within .01 of a second of
breaking his own school record of
1:42.51 in the event. Lenhart came
back later to win both the 50 freestyle
and the 100 freestyle.
BG had other top-notch performances besides those by Lenhart,
which were important becasue they
occurred in a championship-type
meet, according to Zwierlein.
"IT'S TOO early to predict how we
will do at the conference
championships (in March), but we got
to see some other teams' top performers and compare them with ours. We
swam well, and things are starting to

THE FALCONS failed just once to
finish in the top six positions in any
event of the two-day meet, and won
points in every event by placing at
least one swimmer in the top 12 finishers. This added to the optimism
Zwierlein has for the rest of the season.
' 'Our kids showed a lot of guts (last)
weekend. They never gave up and
that's a good indicator of what the
team ,:will
show in the conference
chamr ",nships. We could have won a
couple events in which we just got

come together psychologically: the
Mini-MAC got us psychologically ready for the MAC championships," he
said.
"This type of meet gave our freshman a chance to swim in the more
grueling two-day format that
championship meets have. Also, it
gives some insight to certain individuals on how to swim certain events. All
of these things are positive."
The next step for the coaching staff,
according to Zwierlein, is to obtain
the results of the other Mini-MAC
which took place last weekend at Ball
State and compare those teams' times
with BG's. Then they can decide "for
sure where to put our people in the
conference championships.
"We gained the respect of the other
four teams (at the mini-MAC),"
Zwierlein said. "'They) know that BG
will be a team to be reckoned with in
the future."

Miami's Millett Hall remains a mystery for BG
Sideline.

Anderson Arena will be a welcome
sight tonight for Bowling Green's
basketball team, as the Falcons host
Western Michigan in a Mid-American
Conference game set for 8 p.m.
Winning on the road is tough in the
MAC for any team, but it has been
especially tough for the Falcons to
forge a win over Miami at Millett Hall
in Oxford. Last Saturday, BG dropped
its ninth straight decision on Redskin
territory, 78-68.
No one knows what to make of MU's
dominance over BG in Millett Hall.
The Redskin fans, or lack thereof,
could hardly be the reason. The
construction of Millett Hall Is such
that the fans sit so far back from the
court that they are not much of a
factor. The structure is so big, and
usually so empty, that the sound of the
ball bouncing on the court
reverberates off the walls and causes
an opera-house acoustic effect.
Do not mention a 'Miami Whammy'
to BG players or coaches. They do not
believe in witchcraft and, frankly,
neither do I.

stall i photo by Al Fuchs
BQ swimmers Midge Hill (above) and Lanrl Nichols listen Intently to
coach Ron Zwierlein's instructions during yastarday's practice at
Cooper Pool. The women tankers are now 4-1 ■

BG women cagers seek
win record against Kent
By Chuck Krumel
News Staff Writer
When Bowling Green's women's
basketball team steps onto the Anderson Arena floor for tonight's MidAmerican Conference encounter with
Kent State at 5:30p.m.. the Falcons,
14-7 overall, will be seeking to tie the
school record for victories in a season.
However, the Falcons may very
well be facing some of their strongest
opposition of the season against the
Golden Flashes, who also boast an
impressive 14-7 record and a perfect
6-0 slate in the MAC.
The Falcons have had little luck
against the Golden Flashes over the
years, dropping the last four contests
between the two teams. BG's last
victory over KSU came during the
1978-77 season when the Falcons prevailed, 67-48. KSU won last year's
contest, 8tW2, in Anderson Arena.
BG coach Kathy Bole said tonight's
i;ame will be an exceptionally chalenging one for the Falcons, who have
suffered two tough overtime losses at
Anderson Arena in their last three
games.
"I FEEL those are still two games
we should have won," Bole said, ref-

"THEY'VE GOT those cushioned
seats that give you a feeling of
relaxation - almost like you're in a
theater instead of watching a
ering to BG's losses to Western Michi- basketball game," BG assistant
gan and Cleveland State in OT. "It all coach Charlie Parker said. "Plus the
foes back to the character of our kids, crowd is so far away; it's hard for
think they are the kind of kids that them to really get into the game.
are capable of bouncing back. But
they are the ones that willhave to do it
ana that's the challenge that Mike
(BG assistant coach Mike Hooper)
and I have presented to them."
The Golden Flashes have two of the
Bowling Green's club hockey team
premier players in the MAC, according to Bole, in senior All-American split a home and home series last
candidate Bonnie Beachy and sopho- weekend with Miami. Friday, the
Falcons won, 6-2, at the Ice Arena, but
more point guard Denise Duncan.
Beachy is currently second in the dropped a 9-4 decision to the Redskins
MAC in scoring with an average of in Oxford on Saturday.
Scoring goals for BG were Kerry
21.9 points per game.
The Falcons have three players Kennedy with two and Jeff Bracken.
currently in the top 20 in scoring in the Warren Williams, Rick Purcell and
MAC. They are juniors Chris Turtle Sandy Olevitch with one apiece on
(12th with 12.9 points per game), and Friday.
On Saturday, Kennedy added two
Melissa Chase and Sue Pokelsek, both
tied for 16th with a 12-point average. more and Ron Rietz and Williams
Turtle has been one of BG's most each scored one.
This weekend, the Falcons put their
consistent scorers from underneath
the basket throughout the season. , 4-1 record up against Cleveland State
"Yesterday we had a real hard in the Ice Arena.
practice and I think we are getting
our attitude back," Turtle said. "For
Bowling Green's club fencing team
a while, it seemed we were getting a hosted
a non-league, non-scoring
little lax, but Kent State is probably round robin
tournament with Miami,
one of the best teams we will play Detroit, Case
Western Reserve,
(this season) besides Detroit."
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Bowling Green's club rifle team
competed in a Southern MichiganNorthwest Ohio Rifle League threeway match in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
against Eastern and Western Michigan, last Saturday.
The Falcons finished second after
being edged by host Eastern.

for 4-6 students Cak 352-0713
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Bowling Green's ski racing team
battled unusually rainy weather to
participate in the Ohio Governor's
Cup tournament at Snow Trails in
Mansfield, last weekend.
The BG men's team was led to a
fifth place finish of ten teams by
freshman Jeoff DiMeo. DiMeo placed
tenth in the slalom and seventh in the
giant slalom. Akron took the tournament's team honors.
The Falcon women's team took
second place behind the outstanding
performance of senior Janet Slade.
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Bowling Green's club volleyball
team travelled to South Bend, Ind., to
participate in a seven-team tournament, last weekend, and came out
with a third place tie with Western
Michigan.
Host Notre Dame took the tournament, followed by Calvin. Other participants included Fort Wayne,
Oakland and Central Michigan.
The Falcons made it to the semifinals, where they played for two
gruelling hours with Notre Dame.
"We were so exhausted and had no
more time-outs left, that the referees
had to give us a .break/' BG coach
Dan Metelsky said. "The top four
teams were so evenly matched. I
can't wait until this weekend (when
the same teams come to BG to play)."
This weekend's tournament takes
place this Saturday in Eppler South.
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Cleveland State and Oberlin, last
weekend, in the Student Recreation
Center.
Each member participated in one of
four events, depending on the weapon.
Records for BG fencers in the men's
foil competition were Bryan Barr, 93: Franz Weckesser, 7-5; and Juan
Gamero, 2-10.
In the Epee event, Mark Lasure
was 5-7, Mike Fruland was 4-8 and
Mike Crump was 1-11.
In the sabre competition. Mark
Murswaller and Denver Garrison
were 1-5.
The women's foil event saw Greta
Shumaker finish 10-2, Jenny Fisher, 39. Linda Pascoe, 1-11 and Jenny Morrison, 6-6.
"We are a very young and inexperienced team. We weren't expecting to win," coach Brian Barr said.
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game that they happened to play very accurate description. The Falcons
were 25-3 in Anderson Arena the past
poorly in. BG was outplayed and
two seasons and are 8-1 there this
beaten by a Redskin team that
season. In Coach John Weinert's five
Eibably does not have as much
and one-half seasons at the
ent as the Falcons. No matter
University, BG is 55-20 in Anderson
where the game would have been
by Joe Menzer
played, if BG made the same number Arena.
of mistakes again, under the same
Sports Editor
circumstances, the Falcons would
It is important for the Falcons to
lose.
uphold that winning tradition tonight,
We've got the loudest arena in the
"THERE ARE no upsets at home
because each and every MAC game
whole conference. There is a contrast anymore," Parker said. "It doesn't
now carries an equal amount of
matter what place (in the MAC)
there."
importance. Despite Saturday's loss
you're in when you go somewhere,
to Miami, BG still remains tied for
you're really the underdog. The only first with Eastern Michigan and Ball
Yet Parker would admit he is
upsets these days is when you win on State, all with 5-3 conference marks.
Eurely speculating. No one really
Western Michigan is in a logjam with
news the answer. Not being able to the road."
BG has accomplished that once this four other teams at 4-4.
win in a place that is as
unintimidating as Millett Hall seems season, winning its MAC opener over
more of a mystery than, for example, Ohio University in Athens. Since then,
It is possible for seven MAC teams
the Falcons have dropped road
explaining why so many teams that
to be in a tie for first before tonight Is
contests to Eastern Michigan and
have trouble winning in front of
out. For that to happen, though,
Northern Illinois, both times falling
boisterous BG fans in Anderson
Miami would have to win at Eastern
far behind in the early going and
Arena.
having to claw their way back into the Michigan; Ohio would have to win at
Central Michigan; Toledo would have
contests.
"We were Just lazy," Co-captain
to defeat Ball State in Centennial
Marcus Newbern said of BG's most
Hall; and WMU would have to knock
But tonight, the Falcons make the
recent loss at Millett. "I thought we
off the Falcons. The winner of the
started out pretty good, but I thought return to home sweet home. For all
the talk concerning BG's inability to Kent State-Northern Illinois game
about midway through the first half
win at Millett Hall, few people seem to would also be a part of the seven-way
we got lackadaisical. They were
tie, along with MU, EMU, OU, BG,
realize that it has been extremely
getting second and third shots
BSU and WMU.
everytime. We didn't rebound well as hard for any team to dislodge the
Falcons from their home nest.
It is highly doubtful that it will
a team."
happen, However, since most MAC
BG's basketball media guide
Perhaps that is the best analysis.
describes Anderson Arena as "the
teams exhibit the type of dominance
Saturday's game was just another
house that roars," and that is a pretty at home that BG and MU do.
contest on the Falcons schedule, a
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